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Shikida’s phone-calls to Monasterio or “Good talking is priceless” 
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Abstract 
 
“Good talking is priceless” is equivalent to “good talking has an infinite price”. Then, how could we                 
buy good talking? Through markets. Markets allow consumers to work with their preferences and              
with the market equilibrium price. Yes, we have consumer’s surplus. But each conversation has an               
infinite value and is unique to the ceteris paribus condition. If you change the parameters, the new                 
good talking will change. It implies that the price of good talking doesn’t cause a new one and                  
neither the reverse causation is a reasonable theoretical hypothesis. With the new age – at least for                 
Brazil - of privatized phone companies, we can collect some (ir)relevant data related to our               
conversations and try to do some joking econometrics. The main conclusion is that every good               
talking is good. But it doesn’t mean that cheaper calls today will cause more talking (by phone)                 
tomorrow.  
 
 
 
 
This version: 07.272003 
 
Not to be quoted...until today, 2020/05/21. Happy 50th Birthday, Leo! 
 
  

1 Cláudio has many friends. After this paper he has a high probability to have one less. Well, probably Monasterio will                     
laugh a lot and he will not lose one friend. That would be good. But it would be much better if they were now drinking                         
beer. Claudio also thanks prof. Antônio Aguirre for his very important comments (no joke here). After many years, this                   
is being disclosed today in honor of Monasterio as he is becoming an old man now. Happy Birthday! 



 
1. Why should you read this paper? 
 

First of all, this is a legitimate microeconomic study. The data analyzed are micro-data              
collected from my phone bills. Second, this is a funny paper. If you are an economist or have good                   
humor, probably you will like this. Third, good humor is essential in presenting the economic               
concepts to undergraduates. You can use this paper as a starting point in preparing classes.  

Another good reason is if you are Leonardo Monasterio, my friend. Well, in a schizophrenic               
sense, I would like to read this paper too. 

I’d also like to say that I love microeconomics and econometrics. My objectives here are: (i)                
to have fun with Economics; (ii) to show a possible misuse of econometrics in economic research. I                 
hope to have accomplished at least one of these two objectives. Let’s proceed to the paper. 

 
 

2. Introduction 
 

Recently, the privatization of Brazilian utilities in telecommunications has given us an            
unique opportunity: to intrude in the private life of politicians and median voters in order to do                 
joking papers. This is one of these kinds of studies. The paper is about me (Cláudio D. Shikida) and                   
one of my best friends, Leonardo M. Monasterio (Monasterio). My phone company – GVT -               
supplied me with detailed data about my calls to him. I’ve thought in a joking paper and, wow, here                   
we are. 

What’s the question? Every economic paper has a question. This is true even for joking               
papers. Well, my point is: good talking has no value. And we can check it through a                 
Granger-causality test between the price and time duration of calls. If an economic good – in this                 
case, a good talking – has “no price”, it generally means that it has an infinite (or very high) value .  2

However, if it’s true, how, then, people in far locations could talk to each other? Following                
an ingenuous idea from Adam Smith , the answer is: through markets, with their supply of phone                3

calls . But, for several reasons, this doesn’t imply that lower prices generate longer calls. Bad               4

humor, weather, the girlfriend, soccer games and parameters like these can change often through the               
days. Anyway, let’s see if we can do a good job respecting the ceteris paribus’ clause. 
 
3. The Question 
 

I like to talk with Leonardo Monasterio. He is very funny. That’s a partial equilibrium               
analysis in the sense that I don’t know if he likes to talk with me. Anyway, I would like to know if I                       
really like to talk with him.  

The intuition is this: if I really like to talk with Monasterio, then I don’t care much about the                   
price. Of course, I am rational enough to know when to stop the conversation, then I assume that the                   
prices I’ve paid for my calls to him are perfectly acceptable and consistent with my rational                
behavior (with the budget constraint accounted for). It implies that – for a range of prices - higher                  
prices doesn’t, necessarily, cause shorter conversations. After all, the simplest way to say this is,               
again, good talking is priceless.  

I know that it isn’t so robust, but, it’s just a joking paper! 
Well, economists love to use Granger-causality instead of the simple and intuitive            

correlation coefficient. This can be justified because modern economists love very complicated            
statistics. To be honest, we should account for the fact that there is a difference between these two                  

2 Consider the popular feeling: “sex relationship between two lovers has no value”. It doesn’t mean that the sex act has a 
value of zero, but, instead, that it has an infinite value. A totally different subject is if both the husband and the wife 
exchange money for sex. As we know, the mere fact of using monetary units to measure individual utility doesn’t imply 
that people should exchange money for everything.  
3 That’s my tribute to History of Economic Thought. Certainly the narrative in Smith’s classical book is not a good 
example of  how dismal our science can be. 
4 If the reader is using this joking paper in the classroom, that’s a good moment to explain the concept of consumer’                      
surplus to the undergraduates. 



statistical tools: Granger-causality intends to test for causality. This doesn’t happen with correlation             
coefficient. However, Granger-causality, as any tool in econometrics, has its limitations. We are             
aware of them but it’s not our main task here to discuss them. We will just apply it. So, here we go. 
 
4. Where are the Granger-causality in my phone-calls  to Monasterio? 
 

A good economist (or a joker-economist, or both) knows that the first step in an econometric                
analysis is to see the graph representation of the series . Well, here they are. In figure 1 you have the                    5

evolution of the price series through the days. Some comments are important here. Call prices differ                
according to the period of the day you make them. I will ignore this . Another important point is                  6

that I call Monasterio several times in the same day (average of twice a day). In order to normalize                   
my series, each day contains the total of my calls and, then, the total price paid to the phone                   
company. Figure 2 shows us the graphics of the minutes spent by me with Monasterio on the phone.                  
A lot of zeros, but a visually-acceptable stationary pattern for both series. So, I will assume no unit                  
root tests here. 
 

Figure 1 
 

 
 

 
Figure 2 

 

5 The data are from GVT, the Brazilian private company that I’ve used through the period of the analysis. It is important                      
to say that Monasterio uses another phone company. That doesn’t allow to do more econometrics and is, of course, a                    
limitation of the available data set. Anyway, less work, more leisure. Good… 
6 That is, GVT discriminates price by different time periods in a day. I will ignore this. Well, again, that’s the good time                       
to give the students another very good idea about market strategies and price discrimination through different periods of                  
a day. I thank Simone Carraro for this critical point to this paper. But my argument is that I want to work with discrete                        
data measured within a day. 



 
 

The most important characteristic is that Monasterio saves me a lot of money in              
psychologist’ sessions. You can verify it in figure 2 . That could be also thought as a                7

sado-masochist bias that I could have. Anyway, it’s good enough for private life. You don’t really                
want to read this…you want…..econometrics! So, let me explain how I’ve made this.  

Following one common procedure in the literature, I’ve made Granger-causality tests with            
4, 8 and 12 lags, looking for robustness . I didn’t test for residual normality. Every econometric                8

exercise that I’ve made for more than 10 years taught me that they rarely are normal. First, I’ve                  
theorized that professors have a big collection of non-normal residuals that they put, secretly, in               
diskettes with series that are given to their students. But now, after teaching several years, I’ve                
discovered that God doesn’t like econometrics’ practitioners. So much for stories. Let’s go to the               
results! 
 
Pairwise Granger Causality Tests 
Sample: 6/18/2001 11/05/2001 
Lags: 4 
  Null Hypothesis: Obs F-Statistic Probability 
  QUANTITY does not Granger Cause PRICE 137  0.73897  0.56708 
  PRICE does not Granger Cause QUANTITY  1.13939  0.34100 
Sample: 6/18/2001 11/05/2001 
Lags: 8 
  Null Hypothesis: Obs F-Statistic Probability 
  QUANTITY does not Granger Cause PRICE 133  0.49829  0.85534 
  PRICE does not Granger Cause QUANTITY  1.23301  0.28609 
Sample: 6/18/2001 11/05/2001 
Lags: 12 
  Null Hypothesis: Obs F-Statistic Probability 
  QUANTITY does not Granger Cause PRICE 129  0.66212  0.78369 
  PRICE does not Granger Cause QUANTITY  0.83419  0.61522 
 

Well, that’s good!! Except for a low probability (0.28 in the 8-lags specification), all null               
hypothesis are non-falsified . We cannot reject the hypothesis that quantity does not Granger cause              9

price and vice-versa. So, no relationship exists between the two time series of my sample.  
Let us remember my hypothesis: if Shikida likes to talk with Monasterio, then price isn’t a                

relevant variable in the variance of my calls to him. That is what the econometrics show us above.                  

7 I’ve started to go to a psychologist in August. Monasterio has travelled during that time. Should I include structural                    
breaks? Not in this version of the paper. A sophisticated approach would be to use some computational routine to find,                    
endogenously, the break points.  
8 Again, the reader, if he is a teacher, can decide to explain the intuition of this concept. In teaching microeconomics, I                      
think that it would be good to give students only a brief idea of the mechanism behind Granger-causality. Anyway, it                    
could be very good to talk about the correlation’s fallacy and to criticize the over-use of econometric techniques without                   
reasonable theoretical arguments. 
9 For effects of rhetoric, I consider every number above 0.28 a good evidence of my theory. Anyway, I wouldn’t like to                      
lose a friend as Monasterio due to a joking paper. 



Well, André has reminded me about an obvious point: to call Monasterio today doesn’t              10

cause the price of the call tomorrow, and vice-versa. That’s a good point. Some additional               
comments below. 
 
5. Conclusions 
 

In this paper we’ve shown, econometrically, that good talking is priceless. Maybe the real              
meaning of this is that good talking has infinite value. But I didn’t have to pay for it. A paradox?                    
The time of a call (by day), as a proxy to my desire to talk with Monasterio has nothing to do with                      11

the price that I have paid for, at least with Granger-causality tests. So, why am I not talking to him                    
right now? As it was said in the introduction of this paper, several parameters change through a day.                  
But this isn’t enough to answer the question.  

I think the answer could be the that my old psychologist’s sessions and Monasterio are               12

substitutes. This could be a good answer. It works that way: I evaluate the sessions as more                 
expensive than the price of a call to Monasterio. So, I perceive both as substitutes to my mental                  
health. As a result, I talk to him without caring so much about the price of the call, what could                    
explain the results above .  13

Well, now, several additional comments. Someone could argue that we should consider            
conversations with other friends. That’s true, but other friends aren’t, every time, the main subject               
for making a phone call. Super models (in fashion, not economic, sense), bad politicians, books,               
TV, etc are also in our conversation basket. That’s one point. But it doesn’t contradict the main                 
argument. People buy good talking according to their tastes and constraints. I cannot, for example,               
talk all the time with Monasterio. Household production, Becker has taught us, demands time.  

After all, many of us have boring friends. They could be understood as having an empty set                 
in good talkings. They only have bad talkings. So, people see their talkings as Giffen’s ones.                
Monasterio and mine are ordinary’s talkings. I don’t have the data here, but the empirical evidence                
is that I call less boring friends than Monasterio. That is, even with the market, talking to boring                  
friends is an action – to remember Mises, and human action – that people only take under severe                  
pressure or at gunpoint.  

The main conclusion of this paper is: if you have two time series, do something cool with                 
them! Use them to improve your friendship.  
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10 Thanks to André. The original argument was repeated several times by our supervisor, Ronald. 
11 Of course, the hypothesis here is that call duration is positively related with the non-measurable “preference for                  
talking with Monasterio”. 
12 I am not going to these sessions nowadays. I hope my pyschologist doesn’t have access to this paper. 
13 Many of my economist’s friends say that they don’t believe psychologist’s way to cure people. This could be thought 
as a bias derived from the almost substitute nature of these two fields of science: both are built in different views of 
human’s behavior. 
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